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Lavatory Faucets

16027-4-CP July(TM) single-handle bathroom sink faucet

FEATURES

- Single lever handle allows for both on/off
activation and temperature setting.

- Red/blue indexing on handle.

- 1.2 gpm (gallons per minute) flow rate.

- Ceramic disc valves exceed industry longevity
standards, ensuring durable performance for life.

45100-4-CP Alteo(R) centerset bathroom sink faucet with lever
handles

FEATURES

- Two-handle centerset sink faucet for 4" centers

- Features a high-arched spout for more space to
work within the sink

- 1.2 gpm (gallons per minute) flow rate.

- KOHLER ceramic disc valves exceed industry
longevity standards two times for a lifetime of
durable performance

393-N4-CP Devonshire(R) centerset bathroom sink faucet with lever
handles

FEATURES

- Two-handle centerset lavatory faucet for 4"
centers

- KOHLER ceramic disc valves exceed industry
longevity standards two times for a lifetime of
durable performance

- Premium material construction for durability and
reliability

- KOHLER finishes resist corrosion and tarnishing,
exceeding industry durability standards two times
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http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-16027-4_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-45100-4_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-393-N4_spec.pdf


Lavatory Faucets

10270-4-CP Forté(R) centerset bathroom sink faucet with sculpted
lever handles

FEATURES

- Two-handle centerset sink faucet for 4" centers

- KOHLER ceramic disc valves exceed industry
longevity standards two times for a lifetime of
durable performance

- Premium material for durability and reliability

- KOHLER finishes resist corrosion and tarnishing,
exceeding industry durability standards over two
times
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http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-10270-4_spec.pdf


Tub and Shower Trim

TS98006-4-CP July(TM) Rite-Temp(R) bath and shower valve trim
with lever handle, NPT spout and 2.0 gpm showerhead

FEATURES

- THIS NEW K-TS98006-4 TRIM REPLACES THE
EXISTING K-T98006-4 TRIM. THE NEW TRIM
IS IDENTICAL AND INCLUDES TRIM
ADAPTER KITS FOR BOTH RITE-TEMP
K-304/K-2..

- Pressure-balancing diaphragm technology
maintains outlet temperature within +/-3 degrees
Fahrenheit during water pressure fluctuations.

- Provides temperature regulation and automatic
anti-scald protection.

- Single handle controls both on/off activation and
temperature setting.

TS98008-4-CP July(TM) Rite-Temp(R) Pressure-Balancing shower
trim set with 2.0 gpm showerhead

FEATURES

- THIS NEW K-TS98008-4 TRIM REPLACES THE
EXISTING K-T98008-4 TRIM. THE NEW TRIM
IS IDENTICAL AND INCLUDES TRIM
ADAPTER KITS FOR BOTH RITE-TEMP
K-304/K-2..

- Pressure-balancing diaphragm technology
maintains outlet temperature within +/-3 degrees
Fahrenheit during water pressure fluctuations.

- Provides temperature regulation and automatic
anti-scald protection.

- Single handle controls both on/off activation and
temperature setting.
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http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-TS98006-4_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-TS98008-4_spec.pdf


Tub and Shower Trim

TS45104-4-CP Alteo(R) Rite-Temp(R) bath and shower valve trim
with lever handle, spout and 2.5 gpm showerhead

FEATURES

- THIS NEW K-TS45104-4 TRIM REPLACES THE
EXISTING K-T45104-4 TRIM. THE NEW TRIM
IS IDENTICAL AND INCLUDES TRIM
ADAPTER KITS FOR BOTH RITE-TEMP
K-304/K-2..

- Pressure-balancing diaphragm technology
maintains outlet temperature within +/-3 degrees
Fahrenheit during water pressure fluctuations.

- Provides temperature regulation and automatic
anti-scald protection.

- Single handle controls both on/off activation and
temperature setting.

TS45106-4-CP Alteo(R) Rite-Temp(R) pressure-balancing trim set,
with 2.5 gpm showerhead

FEATURES

- THIS NEW K-TS45106-4 TRIM REPLACES THE
EXISTING K-T45106-4 TRIM. THE NEW TRIM
IS IDENTICAL AND INCLUDES TRIM
ADAPTER KITS FOR BOTH RITE-TEMP
K-304/K-2..

- Pressure-balancing diaphragm technology
maintains outlet temperature within +/-3 degrees
Fahrenheit during water pressure fluctuations.

- Provides temperature regulation and automatic
anti-scald protection.

- Single handle controls both on/off activation and
temperature setting.
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http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-TS45104-4_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-TS45106-4_spec.pdf


Tub and Shower Trim

TS395-4-CP Devonshire(R) Rite-Temp(R) bath and shower valve
trim with lever handle, NPT spout and 2.5 gpm showe..

FEATURES

- THIS NEW K-TS395-4 TRIM REPLACES THE
EXISTING K-T395-4 TRIM. THE NEW TRIM IS
IDENTICAL AND INCLUDES TRIM ADAPTER
KITS FOR BOTH RITE-TEMP K-304/K-2971 ..

- Pressure-balancing diaphragm technology
maintains outlet temperature within +/-3 degrees
Fahrenheit during water pressure fluctuations.

- Provides temperature regulation and automatic
anti-scald protection.

- Single handle controls both on/off activation and
temperature setting.

TS396-4-CP Devonshire(R) Rite-Temp(R) shower valve trim with
lever handle and 2.5 gpm showerhead

FEATURES

- THIS NEW K-TS396-4 TRIM REPLACES THE
EXISTING K-T396-4 TRIM. THE NEW TRIM IS
IDENTICAL AND INCLUDES TRIM ADAPTER
KITS FOR BOTH RITE-TEMP K-304/K-2971 ..

- Pressure-balancing diaphragm technology
maintains outlet temperature within +/-3 degrees
Fahrenheit during water pressure fluctuations.

- Provides temperature regulation and automatic
anti-scald protection.

- Single handle controls both on/off activation and
temperature setting.
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http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-TS395-4_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-TS396-4_spec.pdf


Tub and Shower Trim

TS10274-4-CP Forté(R) Sculpted Rite-Temp(R) bath and shower
valve trim with NPT spout and 2.5 gpm showerhead

FEATURES

- THIS NEW K-TS10274-4 TRIM REPLACES THE
EXISTING K-T10274-4 TRIM. THE NEW TRIM
IS IDENTICAL AND INCLUDES TRIM
ADAPTER KITS FOR BOTH RITE-TEMP
K-304/K-2..

- Pressure-balancing diaphragm technology
maintains outlet temperature within +/-3 degrees
Fahrenheit during water pressure fluctuations.

- Provides temperature regulation and automatic
anti-scald protection.

- Single handle controls both on/off activation and
temperature setting.

TS10276-4-CP Forté(R) Sculpted Rite-Temp(R) shower valve trim
with 2.5 gpm showerhead

FEATURES

- THIS NEW K-TS10276-4 TRIM REPLACES THE
EXISTING K-T10276-4 TRIM. THE NEW TRIM
IS IDENTICAL AND INCLUDES TRIM
ADAPTER KITS FOR BOTH RITE-TEMP
K-304/K-2..

- Pressure-balancing diaphragm technology
maintains outlet temperature within +/-3 degrees
Fahrenheit during water pressure fluctuations.

- Provides temperature regulation and automatic
anti-scald protection.

- Single handle controls both on/off activation and
temperature setting.
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http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-TS10274-4_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-TS10276-4_spec.pdf


Toilets and Seats

402215-0 Windham(TM) 12" Rough-in Elongated Toilet with Pro
Force(R) Technology

FEATURES

- Two-piece installation

- 12" rough-in

- Elongated bowl

- 1.6 gallons per flush

3999-0 Highline® Comfort Height® two-piece elongated 1.28 gpf toilet
with Class Five® flushing technology a..

FEATURES

- Two-piece toilet.

- Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort.

- Comfort Height(R) feature offers chair-height
seating that makes sitting down and standing up
easier for most adults.

- 1.28 gallons per flush (gpf).

76301-0 Highline(R) Comfort Height(R) two-piece elongated 1.28 gpf
toilet with Class Five(R) flush technolog..

FEATURES

- Two-piece toilet.

- Concealed trapway and Clean Caps(R) low-
profile bolt caps facilitate easier cleaning and
enhanced design.

- Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort.

- Comfort Height(R) feature offers chair-height
seating that makes sitting down and standing up
easier for most adults.
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https://resources.kohler.com/plumbing/sterling/pdf/402215_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-3999_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-76301_spec.pdf


Toilets and Seats

3609-0 Cimarron® Comfort Height® two-piece elongated 1.28 gpf
toilet with AquaPiston® flushing technology a..

FEATURES

- Two-piece toilet.

- Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort.

- Comfort Height(R) feature offers chair-height
seating that makes sitting down and standing up
easier for most adults.

- 1.28 gallons per flush (gpf).

4647-0 Stonewood(R) elongated toilet seat

FEATURES

- Color-matched plastic hinges.

- Compression-molded wood provides a look and
feel that cannot be achieved with other seat
materials.

- Molded wood.

4636-0 Cachet(R) Quiet-Close(TM) with Grip-Tight elongated toilet
seat

FEATURES

- Quiet-Close(TM) lid closes slowly and quietly
without slamming.

- Grip-Tight bumpers add stability and prevent
shifting.

- Quick-Release(TM) hinges allow seat to be
unlatched from toilet for easy removal and
convenient cleaning; no tools required.

- Quick-Attach(R) hardware for fast and secure
installation.
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http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-3609_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-4647_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-4636_spec.pdf


Kitchen Faucets

10412-CP Forté(R) 4-hole kitchen sink faucet with 9-1/16" spout,
matching finish sidespray

FEATURES

- Single lever handle is simple to use and makes
adjusting water temperature easy.

- Arched swing spout offers increased clearance
for filling pots and cleaning.

- Matching sidespray offers extra flexibility and
convenience for cleaning and food prep.

- Temperature memory allows faucet to be
turned on and off at the temperature set during
prior usage.

10433-CP Forté(R) single-hole or 3-hole kitchen sink faucet with
10-1/8" pull-out spray spout

FEATURES

- Single lever handle is simple to use and makes
adjusting water temperature easy.

- High-arch swing spout offers superior clearance
for filling pots and cleaning.

- Pull-out sprayhead with touch-control allows
you to switch from stream to spray.

- MasterClean(TM) sprayface features an easy-
to-clean surface that withstands mineral
buildup.

12172-CP Fairfax(R) three-hole kitchen sink faucet with 9" spout
and matching finish sidespray

FEATURES

- Single lever handle is simple to use and makes
adjusting water temperature easy.

- Arched swing spout offers increased clearance
for filling pots and cleaning.

- Matching sidespray offers extra flexibility and
convenience for cleaning and food prep.

- Temperature memory allows faucet to be turned
on and off at the temperature set during prior
usage.
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http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-10412_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-10433_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-12172_spec.pdf


Kitchen Faucets

596-CP Simplice(R) single-hole or three-hole kitchen sink faucet with
16-5/8" pull-down spout, DockNetik(R)..

FEATURES

- Single handle is simple to use and makes
adjusting water temperature easy.

- High-arch gooseneck spout and 360-degree
spout rotation offer superior clearance for filling
pots and cleaning.

- Three-function pull-down sprayhead with touch-
control allows you to switch from stream to Boost
Technology.

- Sweep spray features specially angled nozzles
that form a wide, powerful blade of water to
sweep your dishes and sink clean.

22033-CP SIMPLICE® SEMI-PRO FAUCET W/ PO SPRAY

FEATURES

- Professional-style faucet with an easy-to-clean
coated hose and removable coil.

- Three-function pull-down sprayhead with touch
control allows you to switch from aerated stream
to Sweep(R) spray to Boost function.

- Sweep spray creates a wide, forceful blade of
water for superior cleaning.

- Boost Technology increases the flow rate by
30% with the press of a button.
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http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-596_spec.pdf
http://www.us.kohler.com/webassets/kpna/catalog/pdf/en/K-22033_spec.pdf

